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E-commerce retail sales continue to experience significant growth in the United States
(U.S.) annually. However, the contribution of e-commerce retail sales towards total retail
sales in the U.S. remains low. Furthermore, the growth of e-commerce retail sales from
year to year as a percentage of total retail sales in the U.S. is also fractional. The lack of
online trust by consumers has been cited as a significant barrier to transacting online and
a possible cause of this slow-moving trend.
E-commerce retail sales are paramount to the success and profitability of online
merchants. It remains critical to understand the underlying determinants of online trust as
a precursor to online purchase intention. This study sought to explore the effect of one
such determinant namely, website design, on online trust. Using constructs and scales
synthesized from the salient literature, the effects of visual design, social-cue design, and
content design on online trust were measured and reported. Additionally, the mediating
influence of online trust on online purchase intention was investigated. Demographic
factors of age and gender were also examined for possible moderating effects of website
design on online trust. A conceptual model of the influence of website design on online
trust and the influence of online trust on purchase intention in e-commerce retailing
environments was also tested.
The study involved scenario-based survey research methodology. Participants were
presented with two websites along with a fictitious purchase scenario and post-scenario
survey. The survey captured their responses with respect to the design elements of each
website, their inclination to trust each website, and their intention to make a purchase
from each website. Participants’ age range and gender were also captured in the survey.
A total of 502 participants took part in the study.
The results found that each of the components of website design namely, visual design,
social-cue design, and content design had a statistically significant effect on online trust.
Online trust was also found to mediate the effect of these design factors on purchase
intention. Finally, no significant effects of age or gender on website design’s relationship
with online trust were found. Subsequently, implications and suggestions for future
research are presented.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Background
Ever since the birth of the internet almost 40 years ago, the World Wide Web (WWW)
has exploded at an exponential pace. The WWW is used for everything from basic
communication like electronic mail to extensive economic exchanges like trading (Leiner
et al., 2009). It has progressively emerged as a lucrative channel for commerce; existing
brick-and-mortar merchants have extended their ground operations to online
marketplaces, and new online businesses are being formed whose sole sustenance
depends on financial transactions that occur online. However, new dynamics around
online transactions are forming thus, bringing to question some of the characteristics
native to physical interaction. One such characteristic remains the issue of trust due to the
anonymity afforded to parties over the WWW (Beldad, de Jong, & Steehouder, 2010).
This raises uncertainty and doubts, especially when engaging in financial transactions
online (Ha & Stoel, 2009).
Electronic commerce (e-commerce) sales continue to experience significant volume in
the online retail space. In 2014, retail e-commerce sales in the U.S. amounted to $299
billion, an increase of 14.3% from the year prior (U.S. Census Bureau, 2016). This
growth has been steady since 2002, with the increase to 2010 averaging an annual growth
rate of 17.9% (U.S. Census Bureau, 2012). In comparison, total retail sales in the U.S. for
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the same time period averaged 2.9%. U.S. retail e-commerce sales is forecasted to reach
$535 billion by 2019 (eMarketer, 2015c).
However, despite the convenience and benefits of online shopping, retail e-commerce
sales accounted for only 8% of total retail sales in the U.S. in 2016, an increase of only
0.8% from the year prior (U.S. Census Bureau, 2018). One of the foremost reasons for
this sluggish comparative growth has been identified as users’ reluctance to purchase
items online due to a lack of trust (Beatty, Reay, Dick, & Miller, 2011; Ganguly, Dash,
Cyr, & Head, 2010). According to eMarketer (2011), 63% of Internet users are unwilling
to provide their personal financial information online and several studies have provided
empirical evidence of the effect of trust in an online transaction (He, 2013; Kim &
Peterson, 2017).

Problem Statement
The research problem that this study addressed is the sluggish growth in e-commerce
retail sales as evidenced by consumers’ aversion to transact online (eMarketer, 2015a;
U.S. Census Bureau, 2018; Ganguly et al., 2010; Liao & Chung, 2011). One of the key
causes for this aversion has been identified as consumers’ lack of trust in online
transactions (Bansal, Zahedi, & Gefen, 2016; Dillard & Johnson, 2015; Ganguly et al.,
2010; He, 2013; Kim & Peterson, 2017). Specifically, the study investigated the influence
of website design on consumers’ online trust in e-commerce retailing environments.
Identified as a critical element that influences online trust, website design has evolved
through several founding constructs (Karimov, Brengman, & Van Hove, 2011). In a
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synthesis of the literature, Karimov et al. (2011) found that hypotheses postulating the
effects of website design elements on consumers’ online trust were supported by various
empirical studies.
In a meta-analysis of the literature, Karimov et al. (2011) found that website design
was defined by three broad constructs namely, visual design, social-cue design, and
content design. A conceptual framework of these trust-inducing website design features
was also proposed. However, Karimov et al. (2011) added that support for the positive
effect of these trust-inducing factors of website design in e-commerce retailing
environments was still lacking and further empirical testing of the proposed conceptual
model was warranted.
Online trust is a critical factor for e-commerce merchants, especially those whose core
business relies on online transactions. In fact, online trust has been cited as one of the
foremost reasons why e-commerce has not yet achieved its full potential (GrabnerKraeuter & Kaluscha, 2008). Apprehensions with doing business transactions online
remain prevalent among users of the internet and such fears deter the growth of retail ecommerce (Hwang & Lee, 2012; McCole, Ramsey, & Williams, 2010; Pennington,
Wilcox, & Grover, 2004). Such apprehensions stem from the risk and uncertainty of
conducting business with an unfamiliar entity online (Wang & Wu, 2011), which can
result in information asymmetry - a condition where information is known to some but
not all participants (Wang, Shi, & Fan, 2006) - between the e-commerce retailer and the
consumer (Ba & Pavlou, 2002). Conditions like these compel e-commerce retailers to
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ensure that their websites reflect trust-building characteristics to ensure profitability and
sustainability of their online businesses.

Research Goals
Online trust has widely come to have settled on a consistent definition within the
salient literature. Building upon the general definition of trust, Beldad et al. (2010) define
online trust as “an attitude of confident expectation in an online situation of risk that
one’s vulnerabilities will not be exploited” (p. 860). In particular, when understanding
online trust in the context of online financial exchange, Beldad et al. define online trust as
“reliance on a firm by its stakeholders with regard to the firm’s business activities in the
electronic medium, and in particular, its website” (p. 860). Broadly, online trust
encompasses three dimensions namely, integrity/confidence, ability/competence, and
benevolence (Urban, Amyx, & Lorenzon, 2009). Utilizing the framework compiled by
Karimov et al. (2011) for trust-inducing features of website design namely visual design,
social-cue design, and content design, the goal of this study was broken down into the
following component goals (G):
G1: Investigate the influence of website design on online trust in
e-commerce retailing environments.
G2: Investigate the influence of consumer demographics (age and gender) as
factors affecting the influence of website design on online trust in ecommerce retailing environments.
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G3: Propose and test a conceptual model of the influence of website design on
online trust and the influence of online trust on purchase intention in ecommerce retailing environments.

Research Questions, Hypotheses, and Model
Based on the identified goals of the study, the following research questions (RQ) and
associated null hypotheses (H) were addressed. The null hypotheses suggest that
individuals exhibiting a higher level of online trust will not be influenced by website
design.
RQ1: What is the effect of website design (visual design, social-cue design, and content
design) on online trust in e-commerce retailing environments?
H1: Visual design will have no effect on online trust in e-commerce retailing
environments.
H2: Social-cue design will have no effect on online trust in e-commerce retailing
environments.
H3: Content design will have no effect on online trust in e-commerce retailing
environments.
RQ2: What effect do consumer demographics (age and gender) have on website design’s
influence on online trust in e-commerce retailing environments?
H4: Age will have no effect on online trust in e-commerce retailing
environments.
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H5: Gender will have no effect on online trust in e-commerce retailing
environments.
RQ3: What effect does online trust have on purchase intention in e-commerce retailing
environments?
H6: Online trust will have no effect on purchase intention in e-commerce retailing
environments.
Figure 1 illustrates the defined hypotheses and outlines a conceptual model of the effect
of website design on online trust and the influence of online trust on purchase intention.

Website Design
Visual
Design

Online
Trust

H1, H2, H3

Social‐cue

Design

H6

Purchase
Intention

Content
Design

H4
Age

H5
Gender

Figure 1. Proposed Conceptual Model of the Influence of Website Design on Online
Trust and the Influence of Online Trust on Purchase Intention in E-commerce Retailing
Environments.
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Relevance and Significance
While U.S. retail e-commerce sales was predicted to climb from $209 billion in 2012
to $270 billion in 2015, the growth rate of such sales was expected to drop steadily
between each interim year from 11.3% in 2012 to 8.1% in 2015 (eMarketer, 2011). In a
report released by eMarketer in 2015, this number was reconciled as 7.2%, almost a
percent point lower than the 2011 forecast (eMarketer, 2015a; eMarketer, 2015b).
Furthermore, the growth rate is projected to increase only slightly to 9.8% by 2019
(eMarketer, 2015a). The growth rate of e-commerce has been sluggish in recent years and
its share of retail sales continues to be low. One of the reasons cited by the NCC Group
(2015) for this slow growth is the reluctance of consumers to share financial details and
complete financial transactions online. The security and privacy required for successful
online transactions compel online users to be vigilant and many times, dubious when
entrusting personal and financial information to an online merchant. The NCC Group
cited that fewer than 10% of consumers are strongly in favor of sharing their financial
information online to complete a transaction. Additionally, 62% of consumers stated they
were more concerned about online security than in the past with 23% admitting that they
were doing less online due to security concerns. Such security concerns are expected to
continue to impact online purchases despite consumers’ growing understanding about
privacy and security online (Dillard & Johnson, 2015).
Additionally, the nature of online shopping involves transactions that are anonymous
and impersonal and where consumers are unable to directly experience the goods to be
purchased. This causes online users to be weary of engaging in online transactions (Chen
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& Barnes, 2007). In a 2010 Q2 survey by eMarketer (2011), 71% of online users chose
not to buy goods online due to their inability to touch the product before purchasing it.
Other empirical studies have found that a consumer’s ability to experience the product
through physical sensory means like touch or smell plays a significant role in their ability
to trust an online merchant and their intention to purchase a product online (Ahuja,
Gupta, & Raman, 2003; Chen & Chang, 2003).
Such predispositions by online users can have far reaching consequences on the state
of e-commerce sales and the survivability of online merchants (Cook & Luo, 2003;
Wang, Wang, Fang, & Chau, 2012). Trust remains critical to the success of the Web and
e-commerce (Urban et al., 2009) and lack of online trust is considered one of the greatest
barriers to e-commerce and to the survival of online merchants (Bauer, Albrecht,
Neumann, & Haber, 2015). Wang and Emurian (2005) explained that if online merchants
can fully understand the nuances of online trust and increase the propensity for a user to
trust the merchant, then the number of online transactions should increase substantially.
Developing a general climate of online trust will have a favorable influence on purchase
intention and consequently, have a positive impact on retail e-commerce sales. Several
empirical studies have provided supporting evidence in this regard (Chang, Cheung, &
Tang, 2013; Ganguly et al., 2010; Gefen, Karahanna, & Straub, 2003; Hong & Cha,
2013; Kim & Kim, 2005). Chang et al. (2013) concluded that trust in an online vendor is
significantly affected by the three trust-building mechanisms namely, third-party
certification, reputation, and return policy, and while their overall effect on online trust
differs from their individual effects, the consequence to the online transaction is the
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same. In a study of random students chosen from India, USA, and Canada, Ganguly et al.
(2010) found that trust in an online store mediated the effects of information, visual, and
navigation design on perceived risk and purchase intention. Gefen et al. (2003) studied
the purchase intentions of consumers based on trust in the e-vendor and on the perceived
usefulness and perceived ease of use of the e-vendor’s website and found that customers
were more likely to transact with an e-vendor based on a positive reaction to these
elements. Hong and Cha (2013) studied the mediating effect of perceived risk on
consumer purchase intention for online merchants and advised that online merchants can
reduce perceived risk to improve trust and ultimately, increase purchase intention. Kim
and Kim (2005) explained the important role of online self-efficacy in reducing
uncertainty and consequently, influencing online consumer choices significantly.
While several antecedents of online trust have been identified in the salient literature
(Beldad et al., 2010), a recurring antecedent that continues to emerge in the literature
remains website design. Karimov et al. (2011) note that despite the conceptual nature of
their literature-synthesized framework for website design, the need for empirical testing
is required to understand the effects of website design on online trust. Furthermore,
insight into the influence of online trust on consumer purchase intention is vital to the
future of e-commerce retail growth (Becerra & Korgaonkar, 2011). Organizations must
work towards increased user engagement online through affective aspects like better
website design that can positively impact online trust and consequently, purchase
intention (Benbasat, 2010; Reinecke et al., 2013; Samuel, Balaji, & Wei, 2015).
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Barriers and Issues
Certain barriers and issues related to the comprehensive understanding of website
design and its influence on online trust in e-commerce retailing environments made this
problem inherently difficult to solve. One such issue involving the measurement of online
trust had to do with the nature of single-item measures. Single-item measures are unable
to accurately discriminate between the various elements of a construct and the degree to
which each element contributes to the construct (Dollinger & Malmquist, 2009). As a
result, it was difficult to determine if a specific trust element played a singular role or if it
was the combined effect of all elements that contributed to online trust in e-commerce
retailing environments. Moreover, their vulnerability to acquiescence bias makes singleitem measures difficult to control even when mixing positively and negatively keyed
items (Moshagen & Thielsch, 2010).
The recruitment of appropriate participants was another issue that made it difficult to
understand the effect of website design on online trust in e-commerce retailing
environments. Any individual who is 18 years or older with access to the Internet is able
to participate in online e-commerce activities. With such a large population, it was
difficult to sample a group that comprises a balanced mix of the target population (e.g.,
genders, multiple age ranges, demographics, etc.). Similar studies (Chen & Barnes, 2007;
Wang & Hu, 2009) opted to use convenience sampling to overcome this challenge.
Visual, navigational, and informational design elements of website design
characteristics have found to impact perceived irritation of online shoppers in a negative
way (Hasan, 2016). Hasan found that websites with an unpleasant visual design elicited
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feelings of irritation with users and upset them. Poor navigation, leading to difficulty in
finding the intended resource, was found to have the highest negative impact of the three
design elements on perceived irritation. Though information design was found to have
the lowest impact of the three design elements on perceived irritation, its negative impact
was still statistically significant. Perceived irritation caused by the scenario presented to
the participants in this study posed a potential issue as it increased the likelihood for noncompletion of scenario-based tasks.

Assumptions, Limitations and Delimitations
Assumptions
The inherent assumptions of the study were primarily aligned to the significance of the
study. These assumptions included (a) the importance that e-commerce retailers continue
to place on online trust as being a key precedent for consumers to engage in business with
them, (b) the importance of e-commerce trade in the sustenance of e-commerce retailers,
and the growth of e-commerce, in general, and (c) the significance of website design in
instilling online trust within consumers to develop the intention to purchase from the ecommerce retailer.
Limitations
The study employed scenario-based survey methodology which has some limitations.
One such limitation is the limited generalizability of the results obtained from a scenariobased method when compared to field studies (Chang et al., 2013). Additionally, Chang
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et al. noted that another limitation involves the lack of perceived realism of scenarios by
the participants of the study, which limits the ability of the participants to view the
scenarios in the context of the real world.
Social desirability bias (SDB) was yet another limitation of this scenario-based survey
research. This kind of response bias involves participants feeling the urge to provide
responses that will make them appear socially desirable (Grimm, 2010). SDB can impact
the results of a study as responses may not be reflective of participants’ true feelings but
is most critical in studies involving sensitive issues like religion, politics, drug use, and
smoking.
Common method variance (CMV) was another limitation of this study. CMV is a
variance that stems from the measurement method as opposed to the constructs of the
measures and is common in survey research (Podsakoff, MacKenzie, Lee, & Podsakoff,
2003). It purports that the measures between two constructs, that are hypothesized to
have a relationship, may have a confounding effect on the observed correlations of the
constructs. This is due to the fact that the measures of both constructs may share common
methods in the measurement and therefore, may pose a conflicting explanation of the
correlation between the constructs. Although Podsakoff et al. (2003) underscore the
impact of CMV, King and Malhotra (2015) found that more than 80% of correlations in
their study remained significant when compared to their parallel CMV-adjusted
counterparts.
Prior studies have highlighted two distinct methods of measuring visual aesthetics of
user interfaces namely, objective and subjective (Seckler, Opwis, & Tuch, 2015). Both
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these approaches offer unique ways of capturing the effect of these aesthetics on the enduser and remain mutually exclusive. The objective approach measures the elements of the
object being perceived while the subjective approach captures the perception of the object
in the eyes of the subject. This study applied the objective approach by investigating the
impact of elements of website design on online trust and was therefore, remiss in
considering the subjective perception of website design on online trust.
Delimitations
One of the delimitations imposed on the study included the age of the participants. To
qualify, participants had to be 18 years of age or older and have access to the Internet.
This was due to the fact that only adults are permitted to make purchases online with an
e-commerce retailer.
Another delimitation of the study included constraining the scope of the study to the
U.S. While culture has been noted to be a moderating factor for the effect of website
design on purchase intention (Ganguly et al., 2010), the participants of this study were
recruited from the U.S. This was delimited to control for the effects of culture on the
influence of website design in the formation of online trust. Moreover, the U.S. has the
third largest number of internet users in the world with an estimated 87.4% of its
population who are internet users (“Internet Users - Top 20 Countries - Internet Usage,”
2015).
Mobile commerce (m-commerce) is an evolving theme in the emerging literature and
in trade reports given the proliferation of mobile devices such as phones and tablets. M-
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commerce was deliberately placed out of the scope of this study given that it represents a
modality of website delivery with nuances that would serve as moderating factors in this
study. Such nuances include screen size, portability of the devices, and the ubiquitous
access of mobile devices (Heinze, Thomann, & Fischer, 2017; Maity & Dass, 2014;
Natarajan, Balasubramanian, & Kasilingam, 2018).
Online safeguarding systems like escrow payment services (e.g., PayPal, Amazon
Payments, Bill Me Later, etc.) and digital wallet services (e.g., Apple Pay and Android
Pay) offer consumers a layer of protection from online fraud by serving as a third-party in
the payment transaction, and ensuring that buyers and sellers fulfill their intended
obligations (Fang et al., 2014). Such safeguards attempt to establish consumer trust in the
transaction via the consumer’s trust in their brand and their moderating effects were
excluded from the scope of this study.

Definition of Terms
Baby Boomers – Individuals born between 1946 and 1964 (Obal & Kunz, 2013).
Brand Alliance – “the short or long term association of two or more individual brands,
products, and/or other distinctive proprietary assets” (Simonin & Ruth, 1998, p. 30).
Content Design – the information components of a website, either textual or graphical
(Wang & Emurian, 2005).
E-Assurances – Elements of a website that help safeguard consumer interests like
personal identity and individual transactions. E-assurances are categorized in two types
namely, internally provided e-assurances and externally provided e-assurances (Karimov
et al., 2011). Internally provided e-assurances refer to assurances provided by the online
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retailer like privacy policies, guarantees, and return and exchange policies that are not
verified by a third party (Evans & Krueger, 2011). Externally provided e-assurances are
those that are verified by an independent third-party source and include trust seals,
certificates, and endorsements (Bahmanziari, Odom, & Ugrin, 2009; Hu, Wu, Wu, &
Zhang, 2010).
Electronic Commerce (e-commerce) – the sharing of business information, maintaining
business relationships, and conducting business transactions by means of
telecommunications networks (Zwass, 1996).
E-commerce Retailing Environment – a store setting where the environment is located
solely on a computer screen, thereby constraining the consumer’s ability to browse the
store to only their eyes and ears (Koo & Ju, 2010).
Informativeness – “the extensiveness of marketer information available on the site”
(Demangeot & Broderick, 2010, p. 127).
Information Asymmetry – condition where information is known to some, but not all,
participants (Wang et al., 2006).
Millennials – individuals born between 1979 and 1994 (Obal & Kunz, 2013).
Online Trust – consumer perceptions of how the site would deliver on expectations, how
believable the site’s information is, and how much confidence the site commands (Bart,
Shankar, Sultan, & Urban, 2005).
Prospect Theory – people’s decisions in making choices depends largely on the utility of
the outcome of that choice and the context of the choices (Bansal et al., 2016).
Purchase Intention – a consumer’s deliberate plan to attempt to complete the purchase of
a specific brand (Spears & Singh, 2004).
Social-cue Design – design elements of a website that give the impression of social
connectedness with the consumer (Karimov & Brengman, 2011).
Theory of Reasoned Action – a theory explaining an individual’s motivation to perform
an action as determined by attitudes towards behavior and subjective norms like prior
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experience and personality traits (Yzer, 2017).
Visual Design – the attention-grabbing, aesthetic, visual quality of individual web pages
(Demangeot & Broderick, 2010).
Website Design – the overall design of a website as defined by content design, social-cue
design, and visual design (Karimov et al., 2011).

Summary
The emergence of the Internet and the WWW have led to a new medium for
conducting business online with many retailers taking advantage of this space to either
extend their brick and mortar businesses or to start new businesses online. Despite the
convenience and benefits of online shopping, online retail sales accounted for only 8% of
total retail sales in the U.S. in 2016 marking an increase of merely 0.8% from the year
prior (U.S. Census Bureau, 2018). A key factor responsible for this sluggish growth is
cited to be consumers’ reluctance to provide personal financial information online due to
their lack of trust in the online e-commerce retailer. Online trust remains a critical factor
for online e-commerce retailers and the sustenance of their businesses.
A key antecedent of online trust has been identified as website design (Karimov et al.,
2011), which comprises three broad constructs namely, visual design, social-cue design,
and content design. The primary goal of this study was to explore the effects of website
design on the formation of online trust and the subsequent impact on purchase intention.
Secondary goals of this study included exploring the effects of age and gender as factors
affecting the influence of website design on online trust and the verification of a
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conceptual model. The need for this study was emphasized by Karimov et al. (2011) who
noted that further empirical testing was necessary to more comprehensively understand
the effects of website design on online trust.
The next chapter of this study includes a literature review expounding on the concepts
of online trust and the several models in the literature, website design and its dimensions
and sub-dimensions, and purchase intention. Further, the moderating impacts of age and
gender are also reviewed. The chapters following the literature review outline the
methodology employed to conduct the study, the results of the study, and the inferences
drawn from the study, respectively.
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Chapter 2
Review of the Literature

Overview
The sections of this chapter include a review of the relevant literature involving the
constructs and areas of this study. The chapter begins with a discussion of online trust
and the various models of online trust that are prevalent in the literature. Next, website
design is discussed with explanations on its several dimensions and sub-dimensions.
Purchase intention and the moderating effects of age and gender are also expounded upon
in this chapter. Finally, the chapter concludes with identifying the contributions of this
study.

Online Trust
The concept of trust dates back prior to the emergence of the Internet and ecommerce. In addition to e-commerce, trust has been studied across several disciplines
including philosophy, psychology, management, marketing, and human-computer
interaction (Corritore, Kracher, & Wiedenbeck, 2003). To-date, trust continues to be a
difficult construct to define and measure with a variety of models being proposed in the
body of literature (Bansal et al., 2016; Egger, 2003; He, 2013; Kamari & Kamari, 2012;
Mayer, Davis, & Schoorman, 1995; McKnight, Choudhury, & Kacmar, 2002). In general
terms, Rousseau, Sitkin, Burt, and Camerer (1998) defined trust as “a psychological state
comprising the intention to accept vulnerability based on positive expectations of the
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intentions or behaviors of another” (p. 395). Bart et al., (2005) extended Rousseau et al.’s
definition to the realm of online trust by emphasizing that “online trust includes
consumer perceptions of how the site would deliver on expectations, how believable the
site’s information is, and how much confidence the site commands” (p. 134). Essentially,
Bart et al. explain that online trust is the willingness for a consumer to accept
vulnerability after forming a positive impression of the online merchant through their
website. In the same vein, Hosmer (1995) defined trust as the consumer’s expectation
that the online merchant will not take advantage of sensitive buyer information and that it
will negotiate honestly. Nah and Davis (2002) proposed a similar explanation defining
online trust as the willingness of a buyer to be placed in a vulnerable position by
choosing to engage in an online transaction with a merchant.
While it is widely known that a universal definition of trust is still pending (Rousseau
et al., 1998), a consistent theme around its definition remains the willingness of the
trustor to accept vulnerability in the trust transaction. With respect to e-commerce, this
entails the willingness of a consumer to engage in an online transaction and provide
sensitive information to a website, which is the definition upon which this study is
founded. Lack of online trust has been repeatedly cited as one of the major causes behind
users’ aversion to online transactions (Abbasi, Bigham, & Sarencheh, 2011; GrabnerKräuter & Kaluscha, 2003; Wang & Emurian, 2005) and a better understanding of the
formation of online trust can have positive outcomes for online merchants and their
businesses.
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Models of Online Trust
Consumer’s lack of online trust has been identified as one of the main barriers to the
growth of e-commerce. Several studies have been conducted to research this problem
with numerous models of trust formation being proposed. In this section, the most
prominent models are discussed.
Egger’s Model of Trust in E-commerce
The Model of Trust in E-commerce websites (MoTEC) was developed by Egger
(2003) to help identify trust-forming elements of e-commerce websites. First developed
in 1998, the model went through some iterations before being formalized in 2003 and
includes four dimensions of trust namely, pre-interactional filters, interface properties,
informational content, and relationship management (Figure 2). Each one of these
dimensions contains several components and subcomponents as highlighted in Figure 3.
The pre-interactional filters include factors that affect a consumer’s trust prior to their
interaction with an online website. The interface properties include the graphic design
elements and ease of use of the website. The informational content component comprises
of two types of information provided by the website. The first represents information
about the company and the product referred to as competence, and the second represents
information about consumer security and privacy, referred to as risk. Relationship
management entails interactions with the online website that occur over time both prepurchase and post-purchase.
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Figure 2. Egger’s MoTEC Model. Adapted from “From interactions to transactions:
Designing the trust experience for business-to-consumer electronic commerce,” by F. N.
Egger, 2003, PhD Thesis.
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Figure 3. Components and Sub-Components of the Four Dimensions of the Egger
MoTEC Model. Adapted from “From interactions to transactions: Designing the trust
experience for business-to-consumer electronic commerce,” by F. N. Egger, 2003, PhD
Thesis.
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McKnight, Choudhury, and Kacmar’s Web Trust Model
McKnight et al. (2002) observed that prior research on trust yielded inconsistent
definitions making it difficult to compare results across several studies. Utilizing a
multidisciplinary and multidimensional approach, McKnight et al. proposed an
integrative model of online trust comprising of four high-level constructs namely,
disposition to trust, institution-based trust, trusting beliefs, and trusting intentions. This
model is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4. McKnight et al.’s Web Trust Model. Adapted from “Developing and validating
trust measures for e-commerce: An integrative typology,” by D. H. McKnight, V.
Choudhury, and C. Kacmar, 2002, Information Systems Research, 13, p. 337. Copyright
2002 by INFORMS.

Disposition to trust refers to an individual’s tendency to trust another individual and
extends to an online vendor in the case of e-commerce. McKnight et al. (2002) identified
two sub-constructs of disposition to trust namely, faith in humanity, which refers to the
competence, benevolence, and integrity attributes of an entity; and trusting stance, which
refers to an individual’s favorable assumption to trust another party. Rooted in sociology,
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institution-based trust refers to an individual’s perception of the online website that
promotes a feeling of trustworthiness. The construct of trusting beliefs refers to the
consumer’s perception of an online vendor’s attributes in terms of competence,
benevolence, and integrity. Trusting intentions refers to a consumer’s willingness to trust
an online merchant and comprises willingness to depend which is agreeing to be
vulnerable to the other party, and subjective probability of depending which is the
perceived likelihood that a consumer will depend on the online merchant.
Kamari and Kamari Business-to-Consumer Trust Model
One of the more recent web trust models in the body of literature includes Kamari and
Kamari’s (2012) proposed model for building trust in business-to-consumer (B2C) ecommerce websites. The model is illustrated in Figure 5 and includes four main pillars
namely, professionalism, consideration, technologic incentives, and reliability. Each of
these pillars is further comprised of sub-constructs.
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Figure 5. Kamari and Kamari B2C Trust Model. Adapted from “Trust in electronic
commerce: A new model for building online trust in B2C,” by F. Kamari and S. Kamari,
2012, European Journal of Business and Management, 4, p, 133. Copyright 2012 by
IISTE.

Professionalism indicates that a website is characterized by professional graphic,
usability, and proper branding. Consideration is comprised of the user interface, selfreputation, other-reputation, and risk. Technologic incentives, considered the drivers of
trust, comprise e-commerce security to include a sound business network and transaction
security, user’s privacy, and payment systems. Reliability, also known as trustworthiness
of a company, refers to the consumer’s perception of the ability and motivation of the
online vendor to deliver on the service expectations of the consumer. Such a vendor is
characterized by having real-world presence, being big in size, and being customeroriented.
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Mayer, Davis, and Schoorman’s Model for Trust
A formative measurement model for trust was proposed by Mayer et al. (1995). Cited
over 7,000 times (according to Google Scholar), Mayer et al.’s article remains a salient
piece of literature on trust. Schoorman, Mayer, and Davis (2007) further affirmed this
model and Söllner et al. (2010) confirmed this formative model of measurement as being
superior to the reflective model of trust. The formative measurement model identifies the
antecedents of trust as ability, integrity, and benevolence. According to Söllner et al.,
Ability is that group of skills, competencies and characteristics that enable the
trustee to have influence within a specific domain. Benevolence is the extent to
which the trustee is believed to want to do good to the trustor, in addition to
focusing on his own profit. Integrity represents the trustor’s perception that the
trustee follows a set of principles that the trustor finds acceptable. (p. 67)
He’s Integrated Model of Trust
In a meta-analysis of literature that comprised 70 empirical studies on trust, He (2013)
found that trust played a crucial role in influencing attitudes and behaviors of consumers
in online transactions. The most influential antecedents in the formation of trust were
deterrence-based, social and institution-based, and technological attributes-based. From
the synthesis of this literature, He proposed an integrated model of trust in e-commerce
(Figure 6).
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Figure 6. He’s Integrated Model of Trust. Adapted from “The vital role of trust in eCommerce: A meta-analysis,” by J. He, 2013, International Journal of E-Business
Development, 3, p, 99. Copyright 2013 by World Academic Publishing.

Personal characteristics refers to attributes such as age, gender, education, and
personality and these characteristics are most relevant during the initial stages of forming
trust. Knowledge and experience refer to the self-efficacy of an individual with respect to
online transactions. These attributes indicate how individuals will behave in a setting
where they are required to form trust in an online context. Deterrence is an antecedent of
trust that assumes individuals are rational beings and will not behave in a manner
counterproductive to the formation of trust online. Social influence describes the
influence of social factors like relationships, culture, politics, and religion on an
individual’s propensity to form trust. Technological attributes refers to a vendor’s
website and their online transactional system. Vendor image includes characteristics of
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the vendor such as reputation, company brand and size, and product choices. Finally,
institutional influence refers to third-party guarantees that are in place to support online
transactions.
Bansal, Zahedi, and Gefen’s Conceptual Model of Trust
Bansal et al. (2016) explored the elements of personality and context in both, privacy
concern and trust, to evaluate their influence on the intention to disclose private
information online. Bansal et al. proposed a conceptual model in which context and its
moderating effects were motivated by Prospect Theory. Additionally, privacy concern, its
influence on trust, and the subsequent impact on information disclosure intention were
motivated by the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA). TRA also motivated the influence
of prior online privacy invasion, prior positive experience with the website, and their
impact on personality and intention to disclose information online. This conceptual model
is presented in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Bansal et al.’s Conceptual Model of Trust. Adapted from “Do context and
personality matter? Trust and privacy concerns in disclosing private information online,”
by G. Bansal, F.M. Zahedi, and D. Gefen 2016, Information & Management, 53, p, 3.
Copyright 2016 by ScienceDirect.

Website Design
Literature from various empirical studies was analyzed by Karimov et al. (2011) to
identify features of website design that contributed to online trust. These features were
then categorized into three dimensions to propose a framework of trust-inducing website
features. Karimov et al. (2011) classified these dimensions as visual design, social-cue
design, and content design. Table 1 lists these dimensions, their sub-dimensions, and
associated examples.
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Table 1
Framework of Trust-Inducing Features of Website Design
Dimension

Sub-dimension

Examples

Visual design

Graphics

Product image, size, zooming and 3D clipart.
Background color, contrast and font.

Structure

Navigation design: simple and consistent
navigation.
Navigation reinforcements: guides, tutorials and
instructions.
Accessibility of information: no broken links or
missing pictures.
Page design techniques: space and margin, visual
density.

Human-like
features

Facial photo: embedded photographs that give a
feeling of human contact.
Video stream: a rich media cue that transmits visual
and audio cues.

Assistive interface
features

Avatar: interactive on-screen characters that are
able to use verbal cues.
Recommendation agent: software-based advicegiving system.
Synchronous communication media: instant
messaging, chat/audio lines.

Social media

Mass media: information that comes from other
websites or the press.
Customer reviews: a venue where individuals share
their experiences.
Online social networks: sites where people share
ideas, pictures or videos.
Blogging: Web community blogs, support forums,
or discussion boards.

Informativeness

Company information: brand-promoting
information, company logo.
Product information: comprehensive and correct

Social-cue
design

Content design
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product information.
Service information: overall support delivered by
the web site.
Background signals: congruence signals and
promotional signals.
Brand alliances

e-Assurances

Brand equity: brands with positive image.
Hypertext links: links that create a perception of a
relationship.
Internally provided assurance structures: company
policies.
Externally provided assurance structures: thirdparty seals.

Note. Adapted from “The effect of website design dimensions on initial trust: A synthesis
of the empirical literature,” by F. P. Karimov, M. Brengman, and L. Van Hove, 2011,
Journal of Electronic Commerce Research, 12, p. 275. Copyright 2011 by JECR.

Visual Design
Demangeot and Broderick (2010) define visual design as “the attention-grabbing,
aesthetic, visual quality of individual web pages” (p. 127). Visual design deals with the
appeal of the website and broadly encompasses the graphical components and
presentation of information of the website. The two sub-dimensions of visual design
include (a) graphic design and (b) structure design.
Graphic Design
Graphic design refers to the visual elements of a website that are represented by
images, animations, line and character spacing, font, color, and symbols (Rosen &
Purinton, 2004). Primarily responsible for “website look and feel”, graphic design
contributes to the overall appeal of a website and to the consumer’s online shopping
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experience. Rosen and Purinton (2004) found that an attractive website interface has a
positive impact on consumers’ shopping behavior.
Structure Design
Demangeot and Broderick (2010) defined structure design as “the organization of the
different pages as an understandable whole” (p. 127). Structure design refers to elements
like navigation, information layout, page load speed, hyperlink validity, search features,
site availability, site structure, and ease of access to the site (Ahn, Ryu, & Han, 2007). A
good navigational structure and design contributes to the overall experience of the online
shopper and can play a key role in the formation of trust (Cyr, 2008).

Social-cue Design
The missing human element in online stores limits the success potential of an ecommerce retailer (Anderson, Steinerte, & Russell, 2010). Social-cue design refers to
those elements of a website that give the impression of social connectedness with the
consumer and can therefore, have a positive impact on instilling trust (Karimov &
Brengman, 2011). The three sub-dimensions of social-cue design include (a) human-like
features, (b) assistive interface features, and (c) social media.
Human-like Features
Emulating human-like cues such as facial pictures or video streams can help with
establishing a personable and social feel to a website’s interface. Such a presence helps to
make up for the lack of human contact that is typically experienced in a face-to-face
setting. Facial photos and videos can help consumers feel a sense of responsive human
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contact via the interface and can subsequently engender trusting beliefs in a consumer
(Al-Diri, Hobbs, & Qahwaji, 2008).
Assistive Interface Features
Cues that are generated from assistive interface features like recommendation agents,
avatars, and live-help functions can contribute to building a sense of trust with
consumers. Weibel, Stricker, Wissmath, and Mast (2010) found that avatars with large
pupils and slow eye blink frequency were perceived as more sociable and generated a
sense of trust amongst online users. Studies have shown that presence of assistive
interface features on websites encourages the development of initial online trust in
consumers by encouraging a sense of social presence (Keeling, McGoldrick, & Beatty,
2010; Qiu & Benbasat, 2009).
Social Media
Social media encompasses objective reviews of a website or its products by third party
sources like customers, product communities, and the press via mediums like blogs and
social networks. Positive reviews can instill confidence in consumers thereby enhancing
consumers’ trust in an online merchant. Conversely, negative reviews can have a countereffect on the formation of consumer trust online and be detrimental for an online
merchant’s business (Mudambi & Schuff, 2010).

Content Design
Information components of an online retailer’s website that include elements like
company information, product descriptions, service information, privacy policies reflect
the willingness of the retailer to be transparent and caring for its consumers. Such a
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characteristic can help establish goodwill in the eyes of the consumer and have a positive
impact on trusting beliefs (Chang & Chen, 2008). Content design includes three subdimensions namely, (a) informativeness, (b) brand alliances, and (c) e-assurances.
Informativeness
Informativeness is defined as “the extensiveness of marketer information available on
the site” (Demangeot & Broderick, 2010, p. 127). Given the lack of physical interaction
with a product, consumers seek to find as much information on a product as possible.
Demangeot and Broderick (2010) explain that consumers prefer online websites that have
comprehensive information over those that do not as the former tends to aid in the
formation of trust towards the online website.
Brand Alliances
Brand alliance refers to the association of two or more individual brands to produce a
singular image or brand. Consumers tend to more easily trust a website of known and
reputable brands and are more inclined to make a purchase. The brand image can make
up for the lack of other trust-inducing factors like informativeness and design
(Benedicktus, Brady, Darke, & Voorhees, 2010).
E-Assurances
Elements of a website that help safeguard consumer interests like personal identity
and individual transactions are collectively referred to as e-assurances. These eassurances comprise institutional cues and are typically part of website content. Presence
of such e-assurances is known to increase consumer trust in an online retailer as they help
reduce perceived risk (Evans & Krueger, 2011). E-assurances are categorized in two
types namely, internally provided e-assurances and externally provided e-assurances
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(Karimov et al., 2011). Internally provided e-assurances refer to assurances provided by
the online retailer like privacy policies, guarantees, and return and exchange policies that
are not verified by a third party (Evans & Krueger, 2011). Externally provided eassurances are those that are verified by an independent third-party source and include
trust seals, certificates, and endorsements (Bahmanziari et al., 2009; Hu et al., 2010).

Purchase Intention
Purchase intention has been a part of several studies within the marketing and social
psychology fields of the salient literature. Defined as a form of personal action tendency
(Bagozzi, Tybout, Craig, & Sternthal, 1979; Ostrom, 1969), purchase intention is a
person’s conscious plan to make a purchase (Spears & Singh, 2004) and has been verified
to be a reliable predictor of the actual purchase (Jamieson & Bass, 1989; Stapel, 1971).
The Theory of Planned Behavior also explains how behavioral intention is the most
influential predictor of the actual behavior (Ajzen, 1991).
Extended to the online environment, purchase intention has been widely studied in
relation to websites and e-commerce. Liang and Lai (2002) found that the likelihood of
consumers purchasing a product from a website is higher when the website is equipped
with tools like a product catalog, comparison features, a search engine, and shopping
carts. Richard (2005) and Vijayasarathy (2004) found a causal link between website
design factors and online purchase intention. Jarvenpaa, Tractinsky, and Vitale (2000)
made a clear distinction between online and traditional commerce and highlighted the
importance of trust as a precursor to an online transaction. Bono (2012) found that
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website aesthetics contributed significantly to the perceived ease of use and perceived
usefulness of online retailer websites and subsequently, purchase intention. Website
quality and website brand were found to impact consumers’ trust online and
subsequently, purchase intention by Chang and Chen (2008). In a related study, Hong and
Cha (2013) found empirical evidence that reduction in risk improved consumer trust and
subsequently, increased purchase intention. Similarly, King, Schilhavy, Chowa, and Chin
(2016) recommended that online merchants focus on website attractiveness and product
offerings to promote brand identification and engender repeat purchase intention.

Age and Gender as Moderating Factors
Research on the moderating effects of age on purchase intention has been inconclusive
to date with several studies finding mixed results (He, 2013). Brashear, Kashyap,
Musante, and Donthu (2009) found significant differences in age between U.S. online
shoppers and non-shoppers. Rohm and Swaminathan (2004) studied the effect of age on
purchase intention across multiple online shopping types and found no relationship. This
contrasts Stafford, Turan, and Raisinghani (2004) who found that consumers in the age
range of 25-34 were more likely to transact online than those in the age group of 18-24.
In a sample with a mean age of 49.6 years, Joines, Scherer, and Scheufele (2003) found
younger consumers were more likely to participate in an online transaction. He (2013)
noted that age, as a factor in influencing trust, has received little research attention with
the few studies in the space yielding frivolous results.
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Besides age, gender is another demographic factor studied in relation to user
interactions online. Midha (2012) found that empowerment regarding the use of
personally identifiable information by e-commerce providers had a more positive effect
on trust in males than females. Additionally, privacy concerns had a stronger negative
impact on trust in females than males. In an examination of five website design elements
across six countries, Cyr and Head (2013) found that gender moderated the relationship
between navigation design and trust in countries with higher masculinity. In a study
exploring the role of gender in trust formation in firm-sponsored virtual communities,
Porter, Donthu, and Baker (2012) found that quality content facilitated trust in men while
interaction facilitated trust in women. With particular focus on gender in e-commerce
transactions, Murphy and Tocher (2011) note that more empirical evidence is required to
better understand the effects of gender on online trust.
Given the incongruous results of the effects of age on online purchase intention and
the need for richer evidence regarding the effects of gender on online trust, a closer look
at the effect of these constructs on online trust as a precursor of online purchase intention
is justified. Recent studies have begun to explore this relationship further. Obal and Kunz
(2013) found that the determinants of online trust were different for Millennials and Baby
Boomers. While privacy was the stronger determinant for Baby Boomers, presence of
feedback mechanisms, navigation, and vendor advice were more important to
Millennials. Awad and Ragowsky (2008) found that online trust had a more dominant
effect on women than men when deciding to purchase an item online. In a laboratory
experiment, Riedl, Hubert, and Kenning (2010) used an fMRI to show that the areas of
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the brain that encoded trustworthiness differed in men and women, with women
activating more of these areas than men.

Summary
Trust remains an elusive construct to define (Rousseau et al., 1998). However, a
consistent theme around its definition remains the willingness of the trustor to accept
vulnerability in the trust transaction. With respect to e-commerce, trust is essential to the
completion of an online transaction as it involves the trustor having to provide sensitive
information to a website. A well-designed user interface elicits positive regard for the
designer of the interface (Shneiderman et al., 2016) and can subsequently have a
favorable impact on the formation of online trust. The lack of online trust has been
consistently cited as one of the major barriers to the growth of e-commerce.
Several models of online trust have been proposed in the salient literature. Egger’s
(2003) Model of Trust in E-commerce websites (MoTEC) includes four dimensions
namely, pre-interactional filters, interface properties, informational content, and
relationship management (Figure 2). Each of these dimensions contains several
components and subcomponents as illustrated in Figure 3. McKnight et al.’s (2002) Web
Trust Model uses a multidisciplinary and multidimensional approach to propose an
integrative model of online trust comprising of four high-level constructs namely,
disposition to trust, institution-based trust, trusting beliefs, and trusting intentions (Figure
4). A more recent web trust model includes Kamari and Kamari’s (2012) proposed model
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for building trust in B2C e-commerce websites. The model includes four main pillars
namely, professionalism, consideration, technologic incentives, and reliability. Each of
these pillars is further comprised of sub-constructs as depicted in Figure 5. One of the
more popular models remains Mayer, Davis, and Schoorman’s (1995) formative
measurement model for trust which identifies the antecedents of trust as ability, integrity,
and benevolence. He (2013) proposed an integrated model of trust after synthesizing 70
empirical studies to identify the prominent antecedents of trust as personal characteristics,
knowledge and experience, deterrence, social influence, technological attributes, vendor
image, and institutional influence (Figure 6). Bansal et al. (2016) utilized Prospect
Theory and the Theory of Reasoned Action to outline and test a conceptual model (Figure
7) that considered context, prior online privacy invasion, prior positive experience with
the website, and internet privacy concern and their influence on trusting a website enough
to elicit the intention to disclose information.
From a comprehensive literature synthesis, Karimov et al. (2011) identified the three
dimensions of website design as visual design, social-cue design, and content design.
Each dimension consists of multiple sub-dimensions. Visual design comprises graphics
and structure; social-cue design comprises human-like features, assistive interface
features, and social media; and content design comprises informativeness, brand
alliances, and e-assurances. Each dimension and sub-dimension along with relevant
examples are listed in Table 1.
Purchase intention has been widely studied in relation to e-commerce and the online
environment and has been verified to be a reliable predictor of the actual purchase
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(Jamieson & Bass 1989; Stapel 1971). The causal link between website design factors
and purchase intention found by Vijayasarathy (2004) and Jarvenpaa et al. (2000)
confirmed the importance of trust as a precursor to an online transaction. Hong and Cha
(2013) found evidence to support that the reduction of risk positively impacted consumer
trust and subsequently, purchase intention. Bono (2012) found that website aesthetics
favorably impacted perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness of online retailer
websites and consequently, purchase intention.
The moderating effects of age and gender are yet to be conclusively affirmed with
respect to online purchase intention and online trust. In a study exploring the
determinants of online trust, Obal and Kunz (2013) found that privacy was the stronger
determinant for Baby Boomers and the presence of feedback mechanisms, navigation,
and vendor advice were more important to Millenials. With respect to gender, Awad and
Ragowsky (2008) found that online trust had a more dominant effect on women than men
when deciding to purchase on item online.

Contribution of this Study
This study contributed to the current body of knowledge regarding the effects of
website design on the formation of online trust. Specifically, website design as defined by
visual design, social-cue design, and content design and their respective influence on
online trust were investigated. Prior research has found that visual design is an important
antecedent of behavioral attitudes and beliefs (Parboteeah, Valacich, & Wells, 2009).
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However, the specific impact of visual design in terms of graphic design and structure
design on online trust with respect to an e-commerce retailing environment is still lacking
(Karimov et al., 2011). The use of social cues in online retailing environments has
become increasingly popular as they generate a sense of social connectedness with the
consumer and can have a positive effect on the formation of consumer trust online
(Karimov & Brengman, 2011). However, empirical literature citing the effects of humanlike cues, videos, avatars and recommendation engines, and social networking
applications on online trust remains limited (Karimov et al., 2011). Content design
elements and their impact on online trust are also in need of further investigation.
Karimov et al. found that studies exploring the influence of company identity
information, service information quality, branding alliances, and e-assurances on initial
trust formation online is limited and have yielded contradictory results.
In addition to exploring the effects of website design constructs on online trust, this
study sought to explore the influence of online trust on purchase intention. Demographic
factors of age and gender were reviewed to see if moderating effects of these factors exist
between website design and online trust. The results from this study were then reported
with implications and directions for future research highlighted.
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Chapter 3
Methodology

Overview
This study utilized a scenario-based survey research methodology to understand the
influence of website design on online trust in e-commerce retailing environments.
Participants were asked to complete a survey after engaging in a scenario depicting two
fictitious websites. In the scenario, the participants were asked to picture their experience
firsthand staying focused on the design aspects of the websites. Upon completion of the
scenario, a survey captured participants’ feelings about the design elements of the
websites and their inclination to trust the websites based on these design elements. The
survey instrument was designed using constructs from the salient literature in the field of
e-commerce, website design, and online trust.
Based on the identified goals of the study, the following research questions (RQ) and
associated null hypotheses (H) were addressed. The null hypotheses suggest that
individuals exhibiting a higher level of online trust will not be influenced by website
design.
RQ1: What is the effect of website design (visual design, social-cue design, and content
design) on online trust in e-commerce retailing environments?
H1: Visual design will have no effect on online trust in e-commerce retailing
environments.
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H2: Social-cue design will have no effect on online trust in e-commerce retailing
environments.
H3: Content design will have no effect on online trust in e-commerce retailing
environments.
RQ2: What effect do consumer demographics (age and gender) have on website design’s
influence on online trust in e-commerce retailing environments?
H4: Age will have no effect on online trust in e-commerce retailing
environments.
H5: Gender will have no effect on online trust in e-commerce retailing
environments.
RQ3: What effect does online trust have on purchase intention in e-commerce retailing
environments?
H6: Online trust will have no effect on purchase intention in e-commerce retailing
environments.
The remaining sections of this chapter expound upon the research method employed
in the study, the study sample, the development of the survey instrument, the data
analysis procedures to include how the results were analyzed in support of answering the
research questions, and the resources that were utilized to conduct the study. Finally, the
chapter summarizes how the study was completed.
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Research Method
This study utilized a scenario-based survey research methodology. Scenarios have
been widely used in business and information systems (IS) research to measure intended
behavior (Weber, 1992) and are effective at soliciting participants’ stimuli to accurately
reflect their real life responses (Pettinico & Milne, 2017). Moreover, scenario-based
survey research allows for the control of experimental conditions by manipulating
variables and reducing random noise (Saunders, 2015; Weijters, Rangarajan, Falk, &
Schillewaert, 2007) and has been used in IS studies related to online trust and purchase
intention (Chang et al., 2013; Kim & Johnson, 2013; Lyon, Mšllering, & Saunders,
2015). The scenario-based method is also less biased and offers more flexibility than
qualitative research methods (Eroglu, 1987; Supprenant & Churchill, 1984). It is regarded
as a nonintrusive and unintimidating way to respond to a sensitive issue by capturing
specific behaviors of the respondent in a controlled setting (Cheng, Li, Li, Holm, & Zhai,
2013). Overall, the scenario method has been proven to be effective in a wide variety of
application areas (Wright, Cairns, & Bradfield, 2013).
Convenience sampling was used to recruit participants for the study, who were
recruited from the population of adult Internet users within the U.S. via a solicitation post
on LinkedIn (Appendix A) and by utilizing SurveyGizmo’s panel services. The scenario
depicted two fictitious websites (Appendix B) and asked the participant to picture their
experience firsthand staying focused on the design aspects of the websites. A survey to
measure the effect of website design on online trust and the influence of online trust on
purchase intention was designed from current literature (Appendix C). The survey also
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included items to capture participants’ age group and gender for analysis of the effects of
these items on online trust. Participants were then asked to complete the survey after
reviewing the scenario.
Two fictitious bookstore websites, Website A and Website B, were designed using
features based on the underlying constructs of website design. Each feature of each
construct was manipulated across the two bookstore websites so that one website was
relatively stronger than the other in a particular item (Table 2). The contrasting elements
were designed at the sub-construct level providing an adequate level of differentiation
between the two websites and ensuring that one website was not exclusively stronger in a
certain overarching design construct than the other. Modern online shoppers are
considered sophisticated since they peruse websites in an attempt to build trust prior to
engaging in a transaction (Rutter, 2014). Contrasting the design elements at the subconstruct level ensured that no one website was exclusively deemed untrustworthy based
on the higher-level terminal construct. The two fictitious websites were prototypes built
using a website development tool called Microsoft Expression Web
(https://www.microsoft.com/expression/eng/) and were designed using commercial
design principles outlined by Van Duyne, Landay, and Hong (2007), which closely
aligned with the website design constructs involved in this study. These principles
included creation of a navigational framework, effective home page design, writing
content, and building trust and credibility. Table 2 lists the contrasting features for
Website A and Website B based on the items comprising the website design constructs of
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visual design, social-cue design, and content design with Figures 8 through 13 illustrating
these features.
Participants were then presented a scenario in which they were tasked to choose the
website from which they would like to purchase a particular book. The task entailed
browsing each site to become familiar with the respective site and then deciding the site
from which they would have made a purchase. Since the task was self-driven, there was
no time limit and participants could take as long as necessary to get comfortable with
each site before choosing their preferred site. After participants completed the scenario
tasks, they were directed to complete the survey instrument listed in Appendix C.
Table 2
Contrasting Features for Website A and Website B
Construct

Quality

Visual design

Strong

Website A

Website B

Attractive homepage: good color
selection and overall layout

Clear and evenly sized images

Consistent navigation bar

Crisp and easy to read fonts

Good visual density with proper
spacing and margins
Weak

Some broken links

Poor color contrast

Some missing product images

Inconsistent spacing and
margins

Light font color and poor
readability

Inconsistent navigation bar
Unclear and poorly designed
menu structures: no logical
hierarchy or organization of
menu items
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Social-cue
design

Strong

Samples of products

Photos of human faces

Recommendation agents

Synchronous communication
tools: online chat and toll-free
numbers

Avatar
Strong presence of third-party
reviews
Numerous customer reviews of
products
Strong social media presence;
Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn
Weak

No synchronous communication
tools like online chat or toll-free
numbers

No samples or
recommendation agents
No avatar
No customer reviews of
products and no third-party
reviews
No social media presence

Content design

Strong

Detailed company brand
information: strong branding with
clear value proposition

Frequently Asked Questions
(FAQs) section

Strong product advertising and
first impressions

Clearly displayed company
policies
Clearly displayed third-party
assurance seals

Weak

Some blurry product images

Poor branding with no
company brand information

Absence of company policies

Poor product advertising and
first impressions

No third-party assurance seals
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2
1

3

5

4

1. Home page is attractive with good color selection and overall layout. Featured highlights
presented in rotating reel‐style banner.
2. Navigation menu is consistent across all pages on website and is logically structured.
3. Body of page is designed with adequate spacing and margins between the navigation
section on the left and the products section on the right in ratio of one‐third to two‐third.
4. Broken links and missing product images are sporadically present on the website.
5. Gray font on white background presents poor readability throughout the website.

Figure 8. Visual Design Components of Website A
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5

3

4

1

2

1.
2.
3.
4.

Images are clear and larger with two books presented per row.
Font is clear with good contrast against background promoting easy readability.
Overall color contrast is not very attractive with yellow headings on brown background.
Spacing is inconsistent with increased height of heading row in some cases. Words in
preview description are not evenly spaced.
5. Navigation bar is inconsistent across website with the link to the cart appearing
sporadically on pages. Menu items on this bar are also not logically structured with
‘About US’ and ‘FAQs’ appearing under ‘Our Policies’ and ‘Featured Books’ and ‘Search’
appearing under ‘New Releases’.

Figure 9. Visual Design Components of Website B
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6
1
4
F

3
5

2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Preview of book sample available.
Similar books recommended.
Avatar prominently displayed to assist with any inquiries.
Objective third party reviews cited on this product details page.
Customer reviews of the book displayed.
Links to several social media websites present and only a click away.

Figure 10. Social-cue Design Components of Website A
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1

2

1. Photos of human faces present on each page of site.
2. Both online chat and toll‐free number access available as synchronous tools of
communication.
Note: No book samples, avatars, recommendation agents, social media links, third‐party
reviews, or customer reviews present.

Figure 11. Social-cue Design Components of Website B
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2

3

1

1. Detailed company and brand information provided on each page.
2. Ad reel presents strong product advertising and first impressions.
3. Some product images are blurry and look unprofessional.
Note: No company policies or third‐party assurance seals.

Figure 12. Content Design Components of Website A
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1
2

4

5

3

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Frequently Asked Questions section available to assist with customer inquiries.
Company policies are prominently displayed on every page.
Clearly displayed third‐party assurance seals aimed at securing customer trust.
Generic company branding with no company information.
Product advertising is minimal and not as attractive.

Figure 13. Content Design Components of Website B
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Instrument Development and Validation
The survey instrument for the study was developed from constructs defined and
validated from existing literature in the domain of e-commerce. This survey instrument
was designed using the measurement scale presented in Table 3 and aligned each
construct item with its validated literature source. The constructs of visual design, socialcue design, and content design constituting website design were adopted from the
framework outlined by Karimov et al. (2011). Online trust was measured using the scales
developed and validated by Cyr and Head (2013), and Suh and Han (2003). Purchase
intention was measured from the validated scale developed by Chen and Barnes (2007),
and Suh and Han.
The survey instrument including the two fictitious websites were reviewed by a panel
of three experts selected from the field of academic research. The experts were asked to
review the survey for content, clarity, and readability. The review for content included
the review of the two fictitious websites to ensure that individual attributes that had been
varied across the two websites were appropriately distinguished. Feedback was
incorporated following which, the survey was pilot tested with five participants selected
from the target population. Pilot participants were similarly asked to review the survey
for content, clarity, and readability as well as provide feedback on the execution of the
experiment. Feedback collected from the pilot participants was incorporated into the
study, following which the study commenced. Pilot participants were not included in the
final study. The survey instrument is listed in Appendix C.
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Table 3
Measurement Scale for the Influence of Website Design on Online Trust
Construct

Items Survey Questions

Source

Visual
design

GD1
GD2

Product image, size, zooming and 3D clipart.
Background color, contrast and font.

SD1
SD2

Navigation design: simple and consistent navigation.
Navigation reinforcements: guides, tutorials and
instructions.
Accessibility of information: no broken links or
missing pictures.
Page design techniques: space and margin, visual
density.

Karimov,
Brengman,
and Van
Hove
(2011)

SD3
SD4
Social-cue HF1
design
HF2

Facial photo: embedded photographs that give a feeling
of human contact.
Video stream: a rich media cue that transmits visual
and audio cues.

AI1

Avatar: interactive on-screen characters that are able to
use verbal cues.
Recommendation agent: software-based advice-giving
system.
Synchronous communication media: instant messaging,
chat/audio lines.

AI2
AI3
SM1
SM2
SM3
SM4
Content
design

I1
I2
I3

Karimov,
Brengman,
and Van
Hove
(2011)

Mass media: information that comes from other
websites or the press.
Customer reviews: a venue where individuals share
their experiences.
Online social networks: sites where people share ideas,
pictures or videos.
Blogging: Web community blogs, support forums, or
discussion boards.
Company information: brand-promoting information,
company logo.
Product information: comprehensive and correct
product information.
Service information: overall support delivered by the
web site.

Karimov,
Brengman,
and Van
Hove
(2011)
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I4
BA1
BA2
E1
E2
Online
Trust

Purchase
Intention

Background signals: congruence signals and
promotional signals.
Brand equity: brands with positive image.
Hypertext links: links that create a perception of a
relationship.
Internally provided assurance structures: company
policies.
Externally provided assurance structures: third-party
seals.

T1

I can trust this website

Cyr and
Head
(2013)

T2

I trust the information presented on this website

T3

I trust the transaction process on this website

T4

Based on my past experience, I do believe that my
online store always protects my best interest

T5

Based on my past experience, I can say that my online
store is trustworthy

PI1

I intend to continue using my online store for
purchasing a product or service in the future

Chen and
Barnes
(2007)

PI2

I would strongly recommend others to use my online
store

Suh and
Han
(2003)

PI3

I shall transact with my online store in the near future

Chen and
Barnes
(2007)

Suh and
Han
(2003)

Sampling
Convenience sampling was used to recruit participants for the study. Several studies
have utilized convenience sampling for the recruitment of Internet users (Hasan, 2010;
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Lopatovska, Fenton, & Campot, 2012; Meyen, Pfaff-Rüdiger, Dudenhöffer, & Huss,
2010) and online shoppers (Blake, Neuendorf, & Valdiserri, 2005; Jai, Burns, & King,
2013; Jiang, Yang, & Jun, 2013; Román & Cuestas, 2008). Participants were recruited
from the population of adult Internet users within the U.S. via a solicitation post on the
social media outlet, LinkedIn (Appendix A), and by utilizing SurveyGizmo’s panel
services. This population represented any user that could make an online purchase from
an e-commerce retailer since they had access to the Internet. Sample size (n) was
determined using the formula identified by Mann (2015) and shown in Equation 1 below.

(1)

where, z is the standard normal distribution for a given confidence level, p’ is the
population proportion of adults that use the Internet, q’ is 1 – p’, and E is the acceptable
margin of error. Based on a 95% confidence interval with a ± 5% margin of error and an
81% population proportion of adult Internet users in the U.S. (Pew Research Center’s
Internet & American Life Project, 2012), Equation 1 was solved as,
.

.
.

238.91

239

.

(2)
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Data Analysis
Osborne (2012) posed a strong case for data cleansing prior to conducting analyses in
order to reduce statistical errors and prevent inaccurate conclusions. Osborne stated that
utilizing statistical power (the ability to correctly reject a false null hypothesis) was
paramount as a data cleansing step to ensure a low probability of Type I and Type II
errors. To this effect, Osborne proposed that studies ensure adequate power by
confirming that the sample size is sufficient a priori. A priori power ensures that the
sample size is adequate so as to lower the probability of error and has been calculated for
this study based on Mann’s (2015) formula for minimum sample size (Equation 1).
Beyond statistical cogency, the survey was configured to require participants to answer
all questions, thereby reducing the risk of partial responses. The survey was also designed
to ensure no invalid responses were provided by restricting participants to the core set of
responses set for multiple choice items.
Prior to conducting inferential statistical analysis to test the hypotheses presented, the
validity and reliability of the constructs were assessed. Confirmatory Factor Analysis
(CFA) was used to test convergent validity and reliability of the constructs and the survey
items in order to ensure a satisfactory fit of the measurement model. Additionally,
discriminant validity was assessed by measuring the correlation between the constructs of
the model. Subsequently, the structural model based on path analysis was estimated and
after an evaluation of the goodness of fit indices, the hypotheses were tested. The
goodness-of-fit indices were used to determine if the measurement model was reliable in
testing the hypotheses. Subsequently, path analysis based on the conceptual model
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depicted in Figure 1 examined the relationship between online trust and purchase
intention as dependent variables and visual design, social-cue design, and content design
as independent variables.
Moderator regression analysis (Sharma, Durand, & Gur-Arie, 1981) was performed to
test the respective moderating effects of age and gender between website design and
online trust. The mediating effect of online trust between the website design constructs
and purchase intention was also tested using the procedure outlined by Baron and Kenny
(1986), where both the mediating path (through online trust) and their direct paths
(bypassing online trust) were tested. This helped in determining whether online trust
mediated the effect of website design on purchase intention.

Resource Requirements
The following resources were integral to the successful completion of this study.
University Library Portal
Literature research was performed using Nova Southeastern University’s (NSU)
online library portal with access to NovaCat, NSU’s library catalog. The catalog included
books and academic journals from several technical databases. For literature that was not
available in NovaCat, NSU’s Interlibrary Loan Service was utilized.
Adult Participants with Computer and Internet Access
Participants who were at least 18 years of age were recruited for the study.
Participants had access to the Internet, a computer, and had shopped online before.
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Institutional Review Board
Since the survey instrument was administered to human subjects, Institutional Review
Board (IRB) approval from NSU’s IRB board was secured (Appendix D).
Survey Software
Survey software was purchased (SurveyGizmo) to administer the survey to the
participants.
Data Analysis Software
IBM Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) was purchased to analyze the
data gathered from the survey. Additionally, IBM AMOS was used to perform CFA as
SPSS only supported Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA).

Summary
This chapter expounded upon the research method employed in the study, the study
sample, the development of the survey instrument, and the data analysis procedures to
include how the results were analyzed in support of answering the research questions.
Additionally, the resources that were required to conduct the study were also outlined.
Overall, the chapter summarized how the study was completed.
The study utilized scenario-based survey research methodology. The scenario depicted
two fictitious websites and asked participants to picture their experience firsthand staying
focused on the design elements of the websites. The two fictitious websites were
designed with contrasting elements at the sub-construct level of the website design
constructs of visual design, social-cue design, and content design. The participants were
then asked to complete a survey at the end of the scenario tasks.
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The survey was designed around the constructs of website design, online trust, and
purchase intention. The constructs of visual design, social-cue design, and content design
constituting website design were adopted from the framework outlined by Karimov et al.
(2011). Online trust was measured using the scales developed and validated by Cyr and
Head (2013), and Suh and Han (2003). Purchase intention was measured from the
validated scale developed by Chen and Barnes (2007), and Suh and Han. The survey was
screened with a panel of experts and via a pilot test involving participants. Feedback from
the expert panel and pilot participants were incorporated into the final survey design.
Convenience sampling was used to recruit participants for the study, who were
recruited from the population of adult Internet users within the U.S. via a solicitation post
on LinkedIn (Appendix A) and by utilizing SurveyGizmo’s panel services. This
population represented any user that could make an online purchase from an e-commerce
retailer since the user would have access to the Internet. Sample size was determined
using the formula identified by Mann (2015), which equated to 239.
Data analysis included inferential statistical analysis to test the hypotheses;
confirmatory factor analysis to test convergent validity and reliability of the constructs
and the survey items; measurement of the correlation between the constructs of the model
to assess discriminant validity; and structural path analysis to examine the relationship
between online trust and purchase intention as dependent variables and visual design,
social-cue design, and content design as independent variables. Additionally, moderator
regression analysis was performed to test the moderating effects of age and gender
between website design and online trust. The mediating effect of online trust between the
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website design constructs and purchase intention was also tested. Finally, the conceptual
model was validated.
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Chapter 4
Results

Overview
This chapter presents the results of the study. The data collection and preparation
procedures are described before participant demographic data is reported as descriptive
statistics. Subsequent data analysis conclusions include reporting the results of validating
the measurement model and presenting the outcomes of the hypotheses tests. The
moderating effects of age and gender are also reported along with the mediating effect of
trust on purchase intention.

Data Collection and Preparation
Data was collected by SurveyGizmo’s panel services team who recruited participants
for the study and from a participant recruitment post on LinkedIn (Appendix A).
Participants were U.S. residents who were 18 years of age or over and had experience
shopping on the Internet. A total of 689 responses were received of which 502 were
complete and 187 were partial. Partial responses were excluded from the data analysis.
The 502 responses used for the data analysis exceeded the minimal sample requirement
of 239.
The data file was prepared for analysis. Preparation included merging duplicate
columns and rearranging responses to fit a consistent sequence. Merging duplicate
columns was necessary due to the manner in which SurveyGizmo generated the export
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file given that certain respondents were presented with Website A first and others with
Website B first. Rearranging the responses to fit a standard sequence was also necessary
due to this randomness. Finally, the individual items of the construct were consolidated
since each respondent answered the item twice, once for each of the websites. Therefore,
the total number of records in the dataset was 1004. The final data file was imported for
analysis using IBM SPSS and AMOS.
Age and gender data were collected from the participants. Of the total 502
participants, 47% were female while 53% were male. Over two-thirds of the participants
were from the age ranges of 30-49 and 50-64 accounting for 43.6% and 27.9%,
respectively. Table 4 lists the sample characteristics of the respondents.

Table 4
Sample Characteristics
Category

Frequency

Percentage

Female
Male

236
266

47%
53%

18-29
30-49
50-64
65+

85
219
140
58

16.9%
43.6%
27.9%
11.6%

Gender

Age Range

n=502
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Data Analysis
The Measurement Model
Before conducting inferential statistical analysis, the validity and reliability of the
constructs were assessed. Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) was used to test
discriminant validity, convergent validity, and reliability of the constructs and the survey
items to examine the fit of the measurement model. Table 5 outlines the results of the
CFA.
The loadings of each of the individual items on their respective constructs were all
well above the accepted benchmark of 0.5 (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2012) indicating a
strong alignment of the items to their corresponding construct. Hence, convergent
validity was achieved. The reliability for trust and purchase intention was strong with
both being above the general requirement of 0.7. The composite reliability for the website
design construct items (visual design, social-cue design, and content design) was also
strong being just shy of unity. Therefore, reliability of the measurement model was also
achieved.
The fit of the five-factor measurement model consisting of the constructs on a
correlation matrix of 24 measures was acceptable with χ2 (454, n = 1004) = 2777.062 (p
< 0.001); CFI = 0.912; IFI = 0.912; RMSEA = 0.071. The CFI and IFI of 0.912 met the
recommended cut-off of 0.90 for a good fit (Hu & Bentler, 1999). The RMSEA of 0.071
was also acceptable falling under the 0.08 cut-off (MacCallum, Browne, & Sugawara,
1996). The chi-square statistic was significant (p < 0.001) indicating a difference between
the measured model and the saturated model and signifying a less than ideal fit. However,
this statistic was drawn from a large sample size (n = 1004) where chi-square tests for
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goodness-of-fit do not excel (Hammervold and Olsson, 2012). Therefore, the goodnessof-fit indices were appropriate in concluding a good fit of the measurement model.
Discriminant validity was also conducted by performing a correlation analysis of the
latent variables in the model. Results are presented in Table 6. The correlation
coefficients between any two of the constructs were all below unity indicating that the
constructs were not perfectly correlated and thereby, distinct from each other. Hence,
discriminant validity was achieved.
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Table 5
Factor Loadings and Reliability for the Constructs and Items
Variable

Items

Loadings

Mean (Standard
Deviation)

Composite
Reliability

Visual Design

VD1
VD2
VD3
VD4
VD5
VD6
VD7

0.75
0.76
0.81
0.79
0.79
0.82
0.84

2.90 (0.999)
2.76 (1.0555)
2.87 (0.985)
2.95 (0.938)
2.93 (0.937)
2.92 (0.962)
2.85 (0.996)

0.92

Social-Cue
Design

SD1
SD2
SD3
SD4
SD5
SD6
SD7
SD8

0.77
0.73
0.77
0.76
0.73
0.74
0.72
0.75

2.60 (1.104)
2.86 (0.949)
2.60 (1.000)
2.70 (0.965)
2.54 (1.032)
2.64 (0.978)
2.67 (0.972)
2.43 (1.098)

0.91

Content Design CD1
CD2
CD3
CD4
CD5
CD6
CD7
CD8
CD9

0.73
0.72
0.73
0.73
0.73
0.74
0.74
0.81
0.79

2.74 (1.061)
2.85 (0.874)
2.71 (0.962)
2.71 (0.971)
2.54 (1.012)
2.58 (1.001)
2.59 (0.997)
2.63 (0.981)
2.62 (1.037)

0.93

Trust

T1
T2
T3
T4
T5

0.86
0.84
0.86
0.84
0.84

2.77 (0.980)
2.78 (0.914)
2.71 (0.965)
2.65 (0.966)
2.71 (0.983)

0.93

Purchase
Intention

PI1
PI2
PI3

0.90
0.89
0.91

2.42 (1.156)
2.46 (1.085)
2.42 (1.111)

0.93
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Table 6
Correlation Matrix of the Constructs
Variable

Visual
Design

Visual
Design

Social-cue
Design

Content
Design

Purchase
Intention

Trust

1

Social-cue
Design

0.822

1

Content
Design

0.810

0.946

1

Trust

0.744

0.820

0.871

1

Purchase
Intention

0.601

0.775

0.808

0.839

1

Hypotheses Testing
After satisfactorily achieving a fit of the measurement model, a path analysis of the
structural model was performed to test the hypotheses. Path analysis included trust and
purchase intention as the endogenous variables and visual design, social-cue design, and
content design as the exogenous variables. The structural path model is shown in Figure
14. The results of the path analysis are outlined in Table 7 and indicate that visual design,
social-cue design, and content design are significant predictors of online trust with all but
one of the path coefficients having p values less than 0.001 and the sole exception having
a p value equal to 0.001. Content design was observed to be the most significant of these
predictors when examining the path separately for the websites and when doing so
collectively as well. Hypotheses H1, H2, and H3 were rejected.
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Visual

H1

Design

H1xH4
H1xH5

Social‐cue
Design

H2xH4

H2

H2xH5

Purchase
Intention

H6

Online
Trust
H3xH5

Content
Design

H3

H3xH4

Figure 14. Structural Path Model

Table 7
Effect of Website Design on Trust
Path

Path Coefficient

Path Coefficient

Path Coefficient

(Website A)

(Website B)

(Pooled)

Visual Design to
Trust

0.094*

0.189

0.137

Social-cue Design
to Trust

0.187

0.178

0.189

Content Design to
Trust

0.626

0.591

0.609

Trust to Purchase
Intention

1.067

1.030

1.050

p<0.001; *p=0.001
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Tests for moderator effects of age and gender
The moderating effects of age and gender were examined by incrementally
introducing them into the regression analysis with the predictor variables (visual design,
social-cue design, and content design). Initially, regression analysis was performed with
the predictor variables. The moderator variables were then added and the change in R2
noted. Subsequent steps included investigating the interaction effects of age and gender
with each of the predictor variables on trust and noting the change in R2. Results are
presented in Table 8.
Table 8 highlights that the proposed moderating variables, age and gender, were found
to have no significant direct impact on online trust with β = 0.003, p = 0.898 and β =
0.032, p = 0.123, respectively. Additionally, the moderating effect of age on visual design
(β = -0.047, p = 0.022), social-cue design (β = -0.039, p = 0.056), and content design (β =
-0.045, p = 0.028) to online trust was found to be insignificant. The moderating effect of
gender on visual design (β = 0.015, p = 0.459), social-cue design (β = -0.006, p = 0.776),
and content design (β = -0.024, p = 0.245) to online trust was also found to be
insignificant. Therefore, hypotheses H4 and H5 could not be rejected.
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Table 8
Moderator Regression Analysis Between Website Design and Trust
Moderating
Variable

R2

R2 change

Standardized
Coefficient

Visual Design
Social-cue Design
Content design

0.578

-

0.215*
0.207*
0.414*

Age
Gender

0.579

0.001

0.003
0.032

Age

0.580

0.002

-0.047

Gender

0.578

0.000

0.015

Age

0.579

0.001

-0.039

Gender

0.578

0.000

-0.006

Age

0.580

0.002

-0.045

Gender

0.578

0.000

-0.024

Independent Variable

Visual Design

Social-cue Design

Content Design

* p<0.001
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Test for mediating effect of trust
The final step in data analysis examined the mediating effect of trust on the
relationship between website design and purchase intention. Both the direct effect
(bypassing trust) and indirect effect (through trust) of the website design variables were
explored on purchase intention. The direct effect analysis was achieved by not mediating
the path between the website design variables and purchase intention i.e. trust was not
included in the relationship between the website design variables and purchase intention.
In the indirect effect analysis, the path from the website design constructs to purchase
intention was mediated i.e. trust was an intermediary in the relationship between the
website design variables and purchase intention. Figure 15 and Figure 16 illustrate these
two effect models.
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Visual
Design

Social‐cue
Design

Online
Trust

Purchase
Intention

Content
Design

Figure 15. Mediator Effect Model Through Trust

Visual
Design

Online
Trust

Social‐cue
Design

Content
Design

Figure 16. Mediator Effect Model Bypassing Trust

Purchase
Intention
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Table 9
Mediating Effect of Online Trust on Purchase Intention
Path Coefficient

Path Coefficient

(Bypassing Trust)

(Through Trust)

Visual Design to Purchase
Intention

-0.091

0.124

Social-cue Design to Purchase
Intention

0.261

0.123

Content Design to Purchase
Intention

0.331

0.247

Path

p<0.001

Table 9 outlines the results of the analysis of the mediating effect of trust on purchase
intention. When the path between the website design variables was mediated by trust, the
difference in the effect of the design variables on purchase intention was statistically
significant. This indicated that trust played a role in the relationship between website
design and purchase intention. Therefore, hypothesis H6 was rejected.
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Summary
This chapter reported the data analysis procedures and results of the study. Data was
initially primed for analysis by removing partial responses and subsequently preparing
the data file for statistical analysis. Data analysis began by first reporting the descriptive
statistics of the sample. The measurement model was then validated using Confirmatory
Factor Analysis after which inferential statistics were performed to test the hypotheses.
The results of the hypotheses are summarized in Table 10.

Table 10
Results of Null Hypotheses Testing

Hypothesis

Statistical
Method

Result

H1

Visual Design will have no effect on online
trust in e-commerce retailing environments

Path analysis

Rejected

H2

Social-cue Design will have no effect on online
trust in e-commerce retailing environments

Path analysis

Rejected

H3

Content Design will have no effect on online
trust in e-commerce retailing environments

Path analysis

Rejected

H4

Age will have no effect on online trust in ecommerce retailing environments

Moderator
regression
analysis

Failed to
reject

H5

Gender will have no effect on online trust in ecommerce retailing environments

Moderator
regression
analysis

Failed to
reject

H6

Online trust will have no effect on online
purchase intention in e-commerce retailing
environments

Mediation
analysis

Rejected
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The effects of age and gender were examined using moderator regression analysis by
incrementally introducing them into the regression analysis involving the website design
variables and the null hypotheses could not be rejected. Finally, mediation analysis was
conducted to test the mediating effect of trust between the website design variables and
purchase intention. Both the direct effect (path bypassing trust) and the indirect effect
(path via trust) were compared to reach the conclusion that trust mediated the effect of
website design on purchase intention.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions, Implications, Recommendations, and Summary

Overview
This chapter presents the conclusions of the study from the stated research goals and
the analysis performed from the data collected and the results reported. The study
limitations are also outlined and implications for academic and professional practice are
discussed. Subsequently, recommendations for future research and for professional
adoption are also presented. Finally, the chapter summarizes the entire study in the final
section.

Conclusions
The goals of this research study were (a) to investigate the influence of website design
on online trust in e-commerce retailing environments, (b) to investigate the influence of
age and gender as factors affecting the influence of website design on online trust in ecommerce retailing environments, and (c) to propose and test a conceptual model of the
influence of website design on online trust and the influence of online trust on purchase
intention in e-commerce retailing environments. The study utilized a scenario-based
survey research methodology where participants were asked to review two fictitious
websites and decide the website from which they would make a purchase. Participants
were then asked to complete a survey that captured their feelings about the design
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elements of the website and their inclination to trust the websites. A conceptual model
was also tested using path analysis.
The examination of the influence of website design on online trust was performed
using three subconstructs of website design namely, visual design, social-cue design, and
content design. All three subconstructs were found to be significant predictors of online
trust with content design having a relatively stronger influence than visual design and
social-cue design. This is consistent with the findings from the literature synthesis by
Karimov et al. (2011) that reported that all three aspects of website design have an
influence on online trust. Additionally, the correlations between these design
subconstructs, while below unity, were found to be close to unity. This could indicate that
website users are maturing in their perceptions of website design and do not perceive
website design in terms of its granular subconstructs but as a whole construct in itself.
This is aligned with Rutter’s (2014) note that modern online shoppers are sophisticated in
their browsing habits.
Age’s effect on website design when examined collectively from the subconstructs of
visual design, social-cue design, and content design, and when examined individually
was found to be inconclusive. While Rohm and Swaminathan (2004) found that age did
not have a relationship on purchase intention, other studies have found conflicting results
(Stafford, Turan, and Raisinghani, 2004; Joines, Scherer, and Scheufele, 2003). As
proposed by He (2013), further research on the influence of age on online trust continues
to be warranted.
Similarly, gender’s effect on website design when examined collectively as a whole
and individually as part of the subconstructs of website design was found to be
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inconclusive. This contrasts the findings of Cyr and Head (2013) who found that gender
moderated the relationship between navigation design and trust in countries with higher
masculinity. This is also contradictory to the findings of Porter et al. (2012) who found
that content quality facilitated trust in men while interaction facilitated trust in women.
Consequently, further empirical evidence is required to better understand the effects of
gender on online trust as recommended by Murphy and Tocher (2011).
Online trust was examined for mediating the effect of visual design, social-cue design,
and visual design on purchase intention, respectively. The results indicated that a
statistically significant relationship between online trust and website design factors
existed to impact the outcome with respect to purchase intention. This is complementary
with Hong and Cha’s (2013) empirical finding that an improvement in online trust
increased the intention of the online shopper to make a purchase.
Finally, the proposed conceptual model was validated. The model expressed the
relationship between the website design constructs on online trust and the mediating
effect of online trust on purchase intention. While age and gender were purported to have
a moderating effect between website design and online trust, the null hypotheses were
unable to be rejected suggesting that further research in this area is justified.

Study Limitations
Certain limitations were acknowledged as part of this study to keep it manageable.
The first limitation included the use of a scenario-based methodology. While widely used
in the field of academic research, the scenario-based method has been recognized to have
limited generalizability of results when compared to field studies (Chang et al., 2013).
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This is due to the participants’ lack of perceived realism of the scenarios, which limits
their ability to view the scenarios in the context of the real world.
In a similar vein, another limitation of this study involved the tendency for
participants to respond in a manner that positioned them in a favorable light. Termed
social desirability bias (SDB), this kind of response bias involves participants feeling the
urge to provide responses that make them appear socially desirable (Grimm, 2010). SDB
can impact the results of a study as responses may not be reflective of participants’ true
feelings. However, SDB is most critical in studies involving sensitive issues like religion,
politics, drug use, and smoking.
Another limitation of this study related to a variance that stems from the measurement
method called common method variance (CMV). CMV is a variance where the measures
between two constructs that are hypothesized to have a relationship may have a
confounding effect on the correlations of the constructs due to similarities in their
measurement methods (Podsakoff et al., 2003). In this study, this was possible directly as
a result of SDB, one of the key causes of CMV (Kline, Sulsky, & Rever-Moriyama,
2000).
Yet another limitation of this study involved the approach taken to measure the visual
aesthetics of website design. Two common approaches exist namely, objective and
subjective (Seckler et al., 2015). Being mutually exclusive, the objective approach
measures the elements of the object being perceived while the subjective approach
captures the perception of the object in the eyes of the subject. This study utilized the
objective approach in measuring the visual aesthetics of website design and did not
consider the subjective perception of website design and its effect on online trust.
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Implications
In spite of the limitations of this study, the implications from the study are noteworthy
and contribute to the body of knowledge in areas related to e-commerce and humancomputer interaction. The study provided further insight into the effect of website design
on online trust and the influence of online trust on purchase intention. Additionally, the
study explored the moderating effects of age and gender on the effect of website design
to online trust. A conceptual model was also outlined and validated that illustrated these
effects quantifiably.
Website design as measured by its subconstructs of visual design, social-cue design,
and content design was found to be a significant predictor of online trust. Amongst the
three subconstructs, content design was found to have the strongest impact on online
trust. This could be indicative of the growing sophistication of online users (Rutter,
2014), as consumers begin to look beyond the aesthetic elements of the website to the
core content they seek from the website like product, service, and company information
thereby, giving content design greater significance – a key finding for e-commerce
retailers to consider as they enhance their online retail presence.
The moderating effects of age and gender on website design to online trust were found
to be statistically insignificant. In testing the impact of age and gender collectively and
individually on the three subconstructs of website design, the impact was not found to be
material and the null hypotheses could not be rejected. Nevertheless, this finding further
illustrates the need for additional research in studying the effects of age and gender on
website design, online trust, and purchase intention.
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Trust was examined for its effect on website design to purchase intention and was
found to mediate the relationship between each of the website design subconstructs
(visual design, social-cue design, and content design) and purchase intention. This
illustrates the transitive effect of website design on purchase intention through trust. Trust
remains a critical aspect for e-commerce retailers to consider in the design of their online
stores and the subsequent revenues realized from these stores.

Recommendations
This study investigated the influence of website design on online trust in e-commerce
retailing environments, and the subsequent impact on purchase intention. Participants
were asked to complete a fictitious scenario where they were asked to choose the website
from which they would make a purchase. Their feelings and thoughts with respect to the
design elements of the website were captured via an online survey. Results concluded
that website design has an influence on online trust and that online trust mediates the
influence of website design on purchase intention. Opportunities for further research and
recommendations for practitioners are evident.
From an academic research perspective, website design has largely settled on being
defined in terms of its subconstructs of visual design, social-cue design, and content
design. However, opportunities lie in exploring the impact of these elements on online
trust using diverse research methodologies such as factorial design across the design
constructs or conducting interviews with participants to collect more qualitative
observations. Utilizing a variety of research methodologies would further confirm or
bring into question the influence of these constructs on online trust. Furthermore, given
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the relatively higher impact of content design on online trust, future research can focus on
the maturing consumer base and the manner in which they are influenced to form trust
towards an e-commerce retailer. Further research can also dive deeper into the
relationship of website design, online trust, and purchase intention by examining the finer
subconstructs of online trust like ability, integrity, and benevolence (Söllner et al., 2010).
From a practitioner perspective and given that content design had a relatively greater
impact on online trust than the other two subconstructs, e-commerce retailers would be
well served by having content that is reassuring to their customers. Such reassurance can
be conveyed through the use of the company logo, company information, service policy
terms, and detailed product information and by aligning their digital presence with their
overall company brand. Externally provided assurance elements like third-party seals will
further enhance these reassurances thereby, promoting an environment that is conducive
to the formation of online trust for their targeted consumers.
Culture has been found to be a significant confounding variable in examining the
influence of website design on online trust (Karimov et al., 2011). While this study
delimited the impact of culture on the relationship between website design and online
trust, future studies can expand the scope of research by sampling participants from
different countries or geographies. As online retail sales continue to grow across the
globe from North America to Asia to Eastern Europe (eMarketer, 2017), insights into the
influence of culture on website design, trust, and purchase intention would be beneficial
to the academic and commercial groups, at large.
Mobile commerce (m-commerce) has rapidly grown as a form of online retails sales
and is expected to account for 72.9% of the e-commerce market by 2021 (eMarketer,
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2018). The growth of m-commerce offers further research opportunities in the space of
website design, online trust, and purchase intention by introducing new factors like
screen size, portability, and the ubiquitous access of mobile devices (Maity & Dass,
2014). Future research should explore the impact of website design on online trust and
the subsequent influence on purchase intention in m-commerce settings.

Summary
The study conducted in this dissertation examined the influence of website design on
online trust in e-commerce retailing environments. E-commerce sales continue to grow
significantly from year to year and e-commerce remains a lucrative sales channel for
online merchants. However, despite the growth of e-commerce over the past decade, the
share of e-commerce sales as a percentage of retail sales has been dismal. In 2016, ecommerce sales accounted for 8% of total retail sales in the U.S., growing merely by
0.8% from the year prior (U.S. Census Bureau, 2018). A key indicator of this sluggish
growth has been cited as a lack of trust by online shoppers with several studies providing
empirical evidence of the same (He, 2013; Kim & Peterson, 2017).
One of the critical factors in the formation of online trust has been identified as
website design. In a meta-analysis of the literature, Karimov et al. (2011) found that
website design had evolved through several founding constructs and had widely come to
be measured by three broad constructs namely, visual design, social-cue design, and
content design. Karimov et al. (2011) noted that the positive effect of these trust-inducing
factors on online trust merits further research and further empirical testing is required.
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Therefore, the goals of this research study along with their consequent research
questions and null hypotheses were outlined as follows:
G1: Investigate the influence of website design on online trust in e-commerce retailing
environments.
RQ1: What is the effect of website design (visual design, social-cue design, and content
design) on online trust in e-commerce retailing environments?
H1: Visual design will have no effect on online trust in e-commerce retailing
environments.
H2: Social-cue design will have no effect on online trust in e-commerce retailing
environments.
H3: Content design will have no effect on online trust in e-commerce retailing
environments.
G2: Investigate the influence of consumer demographics (age and gender) as factors
affecting the influence of website design on online trust in e-commerce retailing
environments.
RQ2: What effect do consumer demographics (age and gender) have on website design’s
influence on online trust in e-commerce retailing environments?
H4: Age will have no effect on online trust in e-commerce retailing
environments.
H5: Gender will have no effect on online trust in e-commerce retailing
environments.
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G3: Propose and test a conceptual model of the influence of website design on online
trust and the influence of online trust on purchase intention in e-commerce retailing
environments.
RQ3: What effect does online trust have on purchase intention in e-commerce retailing
environments?
H6: Online trust will have no effect on purchase intention in e-commerce retailing
environments.
A review of the literature surfaced key insights and context into online trust, website
design, purchase intention, and the effects of age and gender in online retail
environments. Online trust has been found to be an elusive construct to define
conclusively (Rousseau et al., 1998) but researchers agree that a consistent theme around
its definition remains the willingness of the trustor to accept vulnerability in the trust
transaction. Several models of online trust from the extant literature were summarized in
this study. Website design was also explored further and a framework for trust-inducing
features of website design was identified (Karimov et al., 2011). This framework outlined
the sub-dimensions of the website design sub-constructs and was instrumental in the
development of the survey that was used in this study. Purchase intention was explored as
a successor to online trust and confirmed to be a behavioral intention influenced by the
formation of online trust. Age and gender were studied for their effects on online trust
and purchase intention, and while a few studies explored their impact, their moderating
effects are yet to be conclusively affirmed.
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The research approach employed in this study involved a scenario-based survey
methodology. The scenario depicted two websites that had been designed with variations
across the sub-dimensions of the constructs of website design. These variations included
contrasting features across visual design, social-cue design, and content design across the
two websites. After perusing each website, participants were asked to choose the website
from which they would make a purchase. Participants were then directed to a survey that
captured their feelings with respect to the design elements of the website and their
inclination to trust and subsequently, purchase from the website. Convenience sampling
was used to recruit participants for the study. The sample represented any user who was
18 years or older, had access to the Internet, and could make a purchase from an ecommerce retailer.
A total of 502 valid responses were received of which 47% were female and 53%
were male. Over two-thirds of the participants were from the age ranges of 30-49 and 5064 accounting for 43.6% and 27.9%, respectively. The remaining 16.9 % and 11.6% were
from the age groups of 18-29 and 65+, respectively. Before testing the hypotheses, the
measurement model was validated, and reliability of the constructs was assessed using
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). Reliability of the constructs was achieved along with
convergent and discriminant validity. A goodness-of-fit test was also performed on the
measurement model with acceptable results.
Based on the data analysis that was performed, the research goals of the study were
achieved. The results indicated that website design had a statistically significant
relationship to online trust in e-commerce retailing environments. This is consistent with
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the findings of Karimov et al. (2011) who reported that all three sub-constructs of website
design have an influence on online trust. Additionally, the correlation between the three
sub-constructs of website design were found to be close to unity, which could indicate a
consumer base that is maturing in their perceptions of design by viewing website design
holistically and not as a sum of its sub-constructs. This aligns with Rutter’s (2014) note
that modern online shoppers have increasingly become sophisticated in their browsing
habits. Another indicator of this maturing consumer base is the relatively higher influence
that content design had on online trust than its two counterparts. Online shoppers are
likely looking beyond the aesthetic elements of website design to the core content they
seek from the online retailer like product, service, and company information.
The moderating effects of age and gender on website design to online trust were also
tested. Both were found to have no statistically significant influence and the
corresponding null hypotheses could not be rejected. Further research continues to be
warranted in this area especially with the continued growth of e-commerce worldwide
(eMarketer, 2017).
Online trust was found to have a mediating effect on the influence of website design to
online purchase intention. This confirms the significance of online trust for e-commerce
retailers and emphasizes the need for continued attention to developing online stores that
encourage the formation of trust in consumers. Trust remains a critical element for ecommerce retailers to consider as they continue to leverage online stores as a sales
channel.
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Finally, the proposed conceptual model outlining the relationship between website
design, online trust, and purchase intention was sketched from the results of the path
analysis. Website design, in the form of it three subconstructs, was illustrated as being a
significant predictor of online trust. Online trust was also shown to mediate the
relationship between website design and purchase intention.
In its entirety, this study examined the effects of website design on online trust and the
subsequent effect on purchase intention. Findings, implications, and suggestions for
academic and professional practice were outlined. Website design remains a significant
predictor of online trust with noteworthy consequences for e-commerce retailers. As the
e-commerce landscape grows globally, the importance of shaping trust in online
consumers continues to be a critical factor for the sustained profitability of e-commerce
retailers.
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Appendix A
Participant Recruitment Post
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Colleagues and Friends,
I am at the final stretch of completing my dissertation in fulfillment of the requirements
for a Ph.D. in Information Systems from Nova Southeastern University. I am looking for
participants for my research study that examines the influence of website design on
online trust in e-commerce retailing environments. This study has been approved by
Nova Southeastern University’s Institutional Review Board (IRB).
Participation involves a fictitious scenario where you will be asked to browse two
websites and decide which website you would choose to purchase a book. Following the
browsing of both websites, you will be asked to complete a short survey. The entire
activity should take approximately 20-30 minutes to complete. Please note that you will
not actually be purchasing the book and will not be asked to use your credit card or any
personally identifiable information in the participation of this study. Your responses to
the survey are completely anonymous.
If you are interested in participating, please click on the link below where you will be
asked to consent to your participation and begin the study.
http://sgiz.mobi/s3/d1bdc7a58ac1
Thank you.
Dinesh Khialani
Doctoral Student
College of Engineering and Computing
Nova Southeastern University
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Appendix B
Scenario and Websites
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Scenario:
You need a book for your upcoming weekend reading and have decided to purchase
one from an online bookstore that you have never used before. You have narrowed your
selection of online bookstores to two different websites. The selection and cost of the
books are the same on both websites. Using the two provided bookstore websites below,
decide which website you will use to make your purchase.
Instructions:
Please click on the first website link below to navigate to the respective website. You will
be taken to a separate browser page or tab where you will be able to navigate the website
independently. Once you have completed reviewing the website, please close your
browser window/tab to return to this screen and review the second website in a similar
fashion.
As you navigate each website, please:





Review the website for general company information and policies.
Browse through the different categories of books.
Visit the product detail pages of a few books.
Leave the website with a general impression of your inclination to trust the
website and your intention to make a purchase from the website.

Once you have completed reviewing both websites, please click ‘Next’ below to be taken
to the survey.
Website Links:
Best Seller: http://www.nova.edu/~khialani/PhD/BestSeller/
Book Store: http://www.nova.edu/~khialani/PhD/BookStore/
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